
Reaction of edible oils with concentrated ammonium hydroxide 

are shown to produce the saponified free fay acids in a few 

seconds. Determination of the reaction products by using 

DART-MS enabled near instantaneous determination of the 

reaction products. Reactions can be easily performed in the 

system by spo ing a sample and a chemical reagent onto the 

screen and then using the heat of the screen to catalyze the 

reaction.reaction.

The spectra (above) show the results of the faster reaction 

that was performed directly on the OpenSpot card. This was 

done by spo ing 3uL of 1% oil in toluene onto the card, and 

then adding 3uL of 58% ammonium hydroxide. ID-CUBE was 

then used for instantaneous desorption while the reaction 

was proceeding on the OpenSpot card.

Figure 7 : Spectra 
of Fish Oil that 
was reacted 
directly on an 
OpenSpot card.

Figure 6 : Spectra 
of Extra Virgin 
Olive Oil that was 
reacted directly on 
an OpenSpot card.

Figure 1 : Negative Ion MS 
spectra of EVOO sample.
Figure 2 : Reaction 
monitioring EVOO acids.
Figure 3 : Spectra of heated 
EVOO.
Figure 4 : Negative ion MS Figure 4 : Negative ion MS 
spectra of Fish Oil Sample.
Figure 5 : Reaction monitoring 
fish oil acids. 

Saponification Method
  
1.)  Add 100 uL of 58% ammonium hydroxide to 100 mg of 
Extra Virgin Olive Oil (EVOO).
2.)  Dilute with 400 uL of HPLC grade water and vortexed for 
1minute.
3.)  Heat sample at 40C while sampling every 5 minutes.3.)  Heat sample at 40C while sampling every 5 minutes.Derivitization and mass spectral analysis of fatty acids is a 

time-consuming process and often requires the use of reagents that smell 
bad and/or create dangerous or uncomfortable working enviorments. 
Using a modified version of a DART source, where liquid samples are 
applied to a metal mesh screen, and the screen is then rapidly heated by 
applying an electrical current, we have facilitated desorption ionization of 
a full mass spectral analysis of a liquid sample in less than 10 seconds. In 
order to examine the utility of this in-situ reaction, we completed a series order to examine the utility of this in-situ reaction, we completed a series 
of saponification experiments off-line by simple mixing of oils and a 
strong base. This is typically the first step in production of methyl esters 
for gas chromatography studies. In our case, the reaction generated free 
fatty acids from di- and tri-glycerides as expected. Completion of the 
reactions in a closed enviorment facilitates the use of a more caustic 
reagent than available in open air. 

The DART experiment is often completed by exposing samples in open air 
to a heated gas in close proximity to the entrance inlet of an LC/MS. In 
order to examine the potential for monitoring basic chemical processes 
such as hydrolysis, or derivatization reactions in real time  we designed a 
special enclosure to cover the DART target region while affording 
protection to the chemist. The enclosure covers a consumable card, into 
which a metal mesh strip has been integrated. When inserted into the 
enclosure the metal mesh connects to an electrical power supplenclosure the metal mesh connects to an electrical power supply, enabling 
a variable current to be applied to it. This current serves to both heat the 
sample and reagents on the mesh and facilitate desorption of the reaction 
products into the chemical ionization enviroment generated by the DART 
source. This Thermally Assisted Direct Analysis in Real Time (ID-CUBE) 
source is shown to facilitate rapid reaction times while also permitting 
the analysis of the products of those reactions. As an example, we have 
produced free fatty acids by direct saponification of oils after co-mixing produced free fatty acids by direct saponification of oils after co-mixing 
the oil with ammonium hydroxide on the mesh. The utility of this in situ 
chemical reactor for direct determination of acids in fats is discussed


